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Phonetic encoding method for R2manized Chinese
characters was studied. This is concerned with-the
input of Chinese characters to computers via tele-
.typewriter, punched cards or tapes etc. A practical
circuit for demonstrating purpose was built to
support the above idea. Some statistical properties
of Chinese characters and syllables of both Cantonese
and Peking dialects were examined.
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Chapter One
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ENCODING OF CHINESE CHARACTERS
1. Introduction
Traditionally in a Chinese dictionary, Chinese
characters are arranged in order by radicals, (there
are 214 radicals) (1), then by the number of strokes
of a character. This is very ineffictent. Firstly
one has to know the radical under which a character
belongs. Secondly the number of strokes of a character
has to be counted every time and be sure of it.
Another important point is that this does not
provide-an easy and systematic method of ordering
all the Chinese characters so that one can encode
a character. This is the main reason that no index
is given in ordinary Chinese books.
2. Chinese Telegraph Encoding.
To overcome the above problem of encoding
Chinese characters, say communication o Chinese
language through telegraph, the Chinese characters
are arranged in a way similar to the kind of
ordering in a dictionary. Then each character is
numbered with a four-digit number. This gives at
most ten thousand( 0000-9999) combinations, and
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so some 9000 commonly used characters together with
abbreviations for dates, months are encoded.
Another similar method is to use a combination
of three alphabets to represent a character, from
(2)(AAA-OUP). (2) For example,(AAA-OUP).
中 文 大 学
大 学
24290022 1129 1131
AAW DPL BRL BZF
Both methods are inefficient because one again
returns to the same problem of finding a character
in a dictionary, then looks up its code if one
wants to encode a character. The reverse process
is simpler by looking up a conversion table but
not trivial because it is not easy to tell a
Chinese character merely from a four-digit number
and in no way guess the meaning.
3. Wang Yun-wu Ssu Chiao Hao Ma Chien Tzu Fa. `3
（ 王 云 五 四 角 号 检 字 法 ）
A better system invented by Wan Yun-wu is the
Ssu Chiao Hao Ma Chien Tzu Fa, or the Four-Corner-
Numeric-Encoding-Method, which encodes a Chinese
character by means of a four-digit number according
to the shape of the strokes at the four corners of
the character. In Wang's dictionary, characters
are ordered by their numbers of 'the four corners
3
and looking up a character is easier and faster
if one memorizes the method of encoding the four
corners of a character. However there are many
characters having the same Four-Corner there code. Again
characters under the same Four-Corner code are
arranged according to their number of strokes.
Hence the reverse process is not possible unless
additional codes are added to resolve the exactly
required character. Furthermore, without looking up
a Wang's dictionary, one still cannot tell the
character even if the Four-Corner code is unique.
4. Phonetic Encoding of Chinese Characters.
The basic difficulty encountered in ordering
and encoding Chinese characters is because Chinese
characters originated from ideograms denoting the
meaning and is different from Western phonemic
(alphabetic) languages. The majority of Chinese
characters consist of two parts, the radical and
the phonetic. The radical indicates the meaning
and the phonetic indicates the sound, or the syllable.
With the Chinese language one is able to read off
the meaning of the ancient classics since in the
course of history the forms of characters have
changed considerably but the idea they represent
4is the-same. Consequently the bridge between chro-
nologically distant strata of language is a com-
bination of-sound and.script. On the other hand
when met with the present day requirements, such as
ordering, encoding and even computerization, the
Chinese characters fail because there are too many
radicals together with their combinations make it
difficult to reproduce Chinese characters. Phonemic
languages are found more suitable for the above
requirements. If we can find some phonetic method
to encode Chinese characters we may overcome these
difficulties.
The number of syllables in Chinese language
is very limited. In any Chinese daalect, there are
less than 2000 syllables (sounds). For Peking dialect
(4)
and dialectthere are 1153 syllables.
has 1563 syllables 5.The more peculiar point
is that every syllable contains three or, if sub-
divided, four phonemes. That is to :ay the phonemic
length of a syllable is fixed, either three or
four. In Peking dialect the.three phonemes of a
syllable are namely initial, final and tone, and
there are 22 initials, 38 finals and 5 tones.
In Cantonese dialect the four phonemes are namely
# See Appendix I.
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consonant, main vowel, ending and tone, and there
are 20 consonants, 9 main vowels, 9 endings and 6
tones.# Prof. Chow of the Institute of Chinese Language
Studies of the C.U.H.K. has modified the Cantonese
dilect phonemes so that each phoneme is represented
by one alphabet to make the alphabet:.c length four
letters.# Examples of the Peking dailect and Cant-
onese dialect are given below.
中 文 大 学
zhonl wen2 da4 xue2Peking dialect
m,7n4 ai6 rok3Cantonese dialect jugs
Due to this limited number of syllables there
are bound to have more than cne character having
the same sound. •As the number-of homophonic groups
is over 1000 and much greater than the number of
radicals, the number of characters in-a homophonic
group is usually less than 30.comparing to the
number of derivative characters under a radical
may be hundreds. This makes it easier to resolve
a homophonic group than a radical group and ordering,
encoding etc. of Chinese characters become possible.
Firstly Chinese cllaracters are divided into homo-
phonic groups and syllables are arranged in alpha-
betic-order. Secondly homophonic characters in a
homophonic group are ranked according to their
number of strokes.
See Aendix I.
6If the' above method is used to encode Chinese
characters, say for computer input, some means must
be used to aid the resolution of characters in a
homophonic group: For instance a display which
shows all the ranked characters of the same speech
sound after the entry of the syllable. The operator
then selects.the rank of the exactly required cha-
racter and completes the process of encoding. To
be more specific, to encode the Chinese character
忠 which has the same speech sound among the
other characters 中 宗 终 棕 鐘 in Cantonese
dialect and is represented by the syllable JUQ1.
The operator enters JUQ1. A display will show
中 宗 忠 棕 鐘 and 忠 is ranked 3. This re-
quired 忠 is completely specified by the code
“JUQ13” with the last digit “3” to show its rank
in the homophonic group JUQi.
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Chapter Two
PRINCIPLES OF THE ENCODER TRANSMITTER AND
DECODER RECEIVER.
1. It is hoped that the following described
Encoder Transmitter and Decoder Receiver could be
used as a kind of support to the. idea stated in
Chapter 1. The Encoder Transmitter is used to aid
encoding Chinese characters phonetically, say in
communication. or other purposes, in Cantonese
dailect with Prof. Chow s phonemic system. After
the entry of the syllable, the homophonic group
of characters of the same speech sound is displayed.
The required character is selected to complete
the encoding process. If the operator is conversant
with this phonetic encoding system, the Encoder
Transmitter also allows him to enter firstly the
syllables of a whole passage and later on enter
the last part of the code of each character to
identify the exactly required character in its
homophonic group. The Decoder Receiver works in
the reverse process. It accepts and decodes the
encoded Chinese characters so that the received
Chinese characters can be identified.
92. Encoder Transmitter.
The Schematic daigram of the Encoder Transmitter
is shown in Figure l. The function of the individual
block is described in the following.
KEYBOARD and ENCODER: The keyboard consists of all
the message keys, control keys and switches.
The encoder is a 5-bit-diode-matrix which encoles
the message keys outputs from the keyborad into
5-bir-group codings.
INPUT BUFFER REGISTER (IBR). The IBR is a 5-bit
shift register which acts as a buffer between
the encoder and OBR. It allows parallel input
of message signals from the encoder and holds
it for a short moment to transfer the signal
to the OBR parallelly. Its contents are then
cleared automatically after the tansfer of
signal to the OBR.
OUTPUT BUFFER REGUSTER (OBR): This is a 25-bit
shift register. It allows parallel input from
either IBR, 5 bits at a time, or memory, 24
bits at a time, and parallel output to the
decoder unit and memort, or serial output to
the Decoder Receiver.
DECODER: This is a two-stage decidubg unit using
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OBR -Output Buffer Register
PTG-Pulse Train Generator
G -Transfer gate
Figure 1. Block daigram of the Encoder Transmitter.
G
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20 bits of the OBR into 100 lines each represent-
ing one Cantonese dailect phonetic. In other
words one line represents one homophonic group
of characters.
DISPLAY PANEL: 373 characters are written on the
display panel and divided into 100 homophonic
groups. Each group is indicated by a lamp. To
the left of the lamp, the syllable is represented
by four alphanumerals. To the right of the lamp,
Chinese characters of the same speech sound are
written and ranked according to their relative
probability of occurrence.
MEMORY: This is a RAM LSI TTLs' memory. It has a
storing capacity of 16 words each of 24 bits.
Information may be parallelly written into or
read out to and from the OBR.
PULSE TRAIN GENERATOR: When triggered it produces
a pulse train of 25 pulses as shifting and syn-
chronizing pulses. A post train pulse is produced
after the pulse train as a control signal to
various parts.
3. Decoder Receiver.
The schematic daigram of the Decoder Receiver
is shown in Figure 2. The function of individual



























Figure 2. Block daigram of the Decoder Receiver.
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BUFFER REGISTER (BR): This is a 25-bit register.
It allows serial input from Encoder Transmitter
and parallel input or output to and from Memory
and BR,
DECODER: This is similar to the one used in the
Encoder Transmitter.
DISPLAY PANEL: Similar to the one used in the Encoder
Transmitter.
MEMORY: Similar to the one used in Encoder Transmitter.
Detailed circuits of both Encoder Transmitter.
and Decoder Receiver can be found in Appendix III.
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ChaDter Three
OPERATING INTRUCTION OF THE CHINESE CHARACTER
ENCODER TRANSMITTER AND DECODER RECEIVER.
1. General Information of the Chinese Character
Encoder Transmitter.
The Encoder Transmitter is mainly composed of
three units: the. keyboard, the centrol unit and
the display panel.
On the keyboard.there are 32 message keys,
i.e. A to Z, 26 alphabetic keys and 1 to 6, 6
numeral keys, and 6 control keys.
CLEAR key: clears all the registers, the Input
Buffer Register, Output Buffer Register.
SPACE key: initiates the Pulse Train Generator
to produce a sequence*of 25 pulses to send out
the contents in the Output Buffer Register to
the Decoder Receiver.
WRITE key:transfers the contents of the Output
Buffer Register to the Memory at the location
specified by-the Address Counter.
READ key: transfers the contents of a specific
location of the Memory to the Output Buffer
Register.
SET ADDRESS COUNTER (SET A. C.) key: sets the
14
UNIVAC
Photo 1. Encoder Transmitter-Keyboard.
Photo 2. Encoder Transmitter---Display Panel,
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address Counter of the Memory to any address
from 0 to 15.
RESET ADDRESS COUNTER (RESET A.C.) key: reset the
address Counter to zero.
5 Control Switches:
SWITCH 1: allows the entering from keyboard into
the 5th code only. (i.e. the 21st-25th bits of
OBR).
SWITCH 2: when switched on together with switch 3
allows erasion of Input Buffer Register and
Memory after pressing WPITE key once.
SWITCH 3: when switched on together with SWITCH 2
has the function stated in SWITCH 2.
When switched on together with SWITCH 4 & 5
allows reading out and transmission of the whole
information stored. in. the 16 locations of. the
Memory if the READ key is pressed once.
When switched off, allows increment of Memory
Address Counter by one each time when the SET
A.C. key is pressed once.
SWITCH 4 5: when switched on together with SWITCH
3 has the function stated in SWITCH 3.
On the Display Panel there are 373 Chinese
characters divided among 100 selected homophonic
groups. Each group is indicated when the lamp of
the group is lit on. On top of the characters are
16
4 number tubes. The left one indicates the total
number of phonemes entered. The middle one indicates
the 5th code to resolve the exact character among
onther characters in its homophonic group. The 2
digit on the right most place indicate the loca-
ion of the Memory presently.
The POWER switch is located at the backcover
of the display panel. Next to it is the switch
which when switched off, inhibits sending signals
to the Decoder Receiver.
2. To OPerate Encoder Transmitter.
2.A Non-Store-Mode Operation.
1.Press the CLEAR key and RESET A.C. key.
2.Ebter tge ogibetuc code of the character in the
order of Consonant, Media, Main Vowel and Ending.
Immediately after the entry of each phoneme, the
number tube on the left shows the number of
phonemes entered. If the correct phonetic code
of a character is entered the lamp indicating
the homophonic group containing the character
will light and the number tube on the left shows
4.
3.Enter the rank of the character in its group
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as the last part of the code.
e,g. After JUQ1 has been entered the lamp in-
dicating.JUQ1 lights on showing the homophonic
group 中 鐘 宗 终 忠 棕 鐘
.if the required cha-
racter 宗 is ranked 3 in the grcup, 3 is then
entered to complete the whole encoding process.'
That is to say 宗 is encoded as JUQ13.
4. Press the SPACE key to send the complete code
of 宗 to the Decoder Receiver.
5. The Encoder Transmitter will clear all its con-
tents automatically to wait for another encoding
process,
2.B Store-Mode Operation.
1. Switch on SWITCH 2&3.
2. Press the CLEAR and RESET A.C. keys.
3. Press the WRITE key once.
The number tubes on the top right corner become 90
and the other two numbers become 0 showing that
the Encoder Transmitter including its Memory
has been cleared.
4. Switch off SWITCH 6.
5. Repeat steps 2 3 in the Non-Store-Mode Operation.
6. Press WRITE key once each time after completion
of encoding of a character-to store. it. The
Memory location will be incremented by one as
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as indicated on the number tubes on the right
most position. With this, a sequence of encoding
of less than 16 characters may be. stored in the
Memory.
7. At the end of a sequence of encoded characters
.press the CLEAR and RESET A.C. keys.
Switch on SWITCH 4 & 5.
8. Press READ key once to send the whole sequence
of encoded characters to the Decoder Receiver.
The encoding scheme-.in the Store-Mode operation
can also be performed in the following manner.
1. Repeat steps 1-5 in the Store-Mode operation
except that the 5th codes are not entered.
2. After the whole sequence of encoded phonetic
codes have been entered, reset A.C. to zero.
Switch on SWITCH 1.
3. Press READ key to read out what have been stored.
4. Select the 5th code to complete the encoding
process.
5. Press the SPACE key once each time to send just
completed encodedcharacter.to the Decoder
Receiver.
The above encoding sc:qeme allows a skilled
operator to concentrate on the phonetic encoding
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first. This may increase. the speed of phonetic en-
coding as well as a double check on the codes before
they are transmitted.
2.C To Correct Wrong Entries.
.1.f Press the CLEAR key to' clear the wrong code
which leaves all previously entered codes un-
disturbed.
2. Re-enter the correct code and check it on the
Display Panel.
3. General Information of the Decoder Receiver.
The 373 characters on the Display Panel are
divided into 100-homophonic groups, and the order
of the characters in a homophonic group is basically
the same as that in the Encoder Transmitter. On
top of the characters are 3 number tubes. The left
one indicates the 5th code of a character. The
two digits on the right side indicate the present
location of the memory. To the bottom near the
left side are four keys and.two switches. From
left to right are CLEAR-key, RESET A .C. key, SET
A.C. key and READ key respectively. The two-switches
from left to right are SWITCH 1 and 2 respectively.
198
Photo 3. Decoder Receiver.
Photo 4. Decoder Receiver--Keyboard.
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CLEAR key: clears the Buffer Register.
If both SWITCH 1 and 2 are switched on and the
A.C. is reset to zero, a press on CLEAR will
clear the 16 locations of the Memory.
RESET A. C. key: resets the A. C. of the Memory to
zero.
SET A'. C. key: increments the A. C. of the Memory
by one each time when it is pressed cnce.
READ key: reads out the contents of a Memory loca-
tion specified by the A.C. indicated on the number
tubes on the right.
SWITCH 1: To operate with CLEAR key if switched on.
SWITCH 2: To operate with CLEAR key if switched on.
To increment the A. C. by one au .omat ically each
when the READ key is pressed.
If switched off, allows the A. C. to be incremented
by one when the SET A.C. key is pressed each
time,
The POWER switch. is located at the back cover.
Next to it is the Input switch. When it is switched
off, signals from the Encoder Transmitter is inhi-
bited.
4.To Operate the Decoder Receiver.
1. Switch on the input switch at the back cover.
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2. Switch on SWITCH 1 and 2.
3. Reset A.C. to zero.
4. Press the CLEAR key once to clear Buffer Register
and Memory.
5. Accept information from the-Encoder Transmitter.
6. Switch off the input terminal switch at the end
of information.
7. Reset the A.C. to zero.
8. Read out the received information presently
held in the Memory by pressing the READ key once
to read one character.
22
Chapter Four
STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE CHINESE CHARACTES AND
PHONEMES.
1. Entropy of Commonly Used Chinese Characters.
To understand some statistical properties of
Chinese characters it is important to know the
relative frequency of occurrence of each Chinese
character. As the empirical basis for our investi-
gation we used the book A Study on the High Fre-
gucncy-Words Used in Chinese Elementary School
Reading Materials (1) in which extensive statist-
ical study on school text books, daily articles
etc. was carried out and the relative frequencies
of occurrence of commonly used Chinese characters
were recorded. It covers a total of 755981 char-
acter-times including 4708 different characters
arranged in order of descending frequencies. The
following statistics in this chapter were made
basing on these data.
The probability of occurrence of each of the
4708 characters was then calculated with the aid
of the University computer and hence the entropy
of the Chinese characters of this size of vocabu-
lary.
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The entropy H# = 9.67 bits.
The maximum entropy H' = Log2(4708) = 12.201 bits.
The redundancy R = 1- H/H' = 0.207.
It was understood that the above calculated
entropy of Chinese characters strongly depends on
the limit of the size of our vocabulary. However
we can let the size of vocabulary to be variable,
keeping the same relative probability distribution
such that whatever the size of the vocabulary is,
the total probability of occurrence always equal to
unity, and find the entropy for each vocabulary
size. The graph of entropy against vocabulary size
was plotted in Figure 3. It shows that the entropy
starts with a steep slope and gradually levels off
to some asymptote. It can be interpretted that the
size of vocabulary of ordinary Chinese people is
some number less than 2000 because for a vocabulary
size of 2000 the entropy is 9.48 bius while for a
vocabulary size of 4708 the entropy is 9.67 bits.
An increase of 0.19 bits accounts for the increase
of 2700 characters. An interpretation of the above
result of 9.67 bits for the entropy of the Chine's e
# Entropy is defined as
where Pi = probability of occurrence.
and
Maximum entropy corresponds to Pi = 1/N
24
Entropy (nats)









Figure rr_trony against Vocabulary size
5
Curve (I): From statistical results.
Curve (II): Assume uniform probability distribution. 7o8)
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characters is that on the average at least 9.67
bits is necessary to transmit one out of 4708
Chinese characters unambiguously. From the tendancy
of curve I in figure 3 the estimated entropy of
all Chinese characters would probably be less than
10 bits.
2. Phonetic Encoding of the Chinese Characters
2.A Cantonese 'Dialect Encoding.
As stated in Chapter 1, to encode Chinese
characters phonetically, there are different methods
either according to different systems and/or
different dailects. With the system proposed by
Prof. F.K.Chow there are 1 63#s5 yllables for the
Cantonese dialect and each syllable is composed of
4 components, namely consonant, main vowel, ending,
and tone. There are usually more than one character
having the same syllable thus forming a homophonic
group. Tables.l to 4 show the probability distri
but ion of the phonemes of each, of the 4 components
of the Cantonese dialect syllables together with
the Huffman binary codings. 2
and the code-lengths.
I See page 4.
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Table 1. Probability distribution of the
consonant
probabilityconsonant Huffman binary code-length
coding(Pi) (li)
000d 0.1478 3
s 0.1466 001 3
i 0.1053 010 3
0.0993 011 3
h 0.0765 1000 4
nil 0.0724 1001 4
1 0.0529 1010 4
m 0.0470 1011 4
b 0.0465 1100 4.
t 0.0407 11010 5
0.0406 11011g 5
n 0.0287 11100 5
r 0.0248 11101 5
u 0.0243 111100 6
0.0217 111101q 6
f 0.0152 111110 6
c 11111100.0097
0.0020 11111110p 8
k 0.0010 111111110 9
x 0.0010 111111111 9
j
7
Table 2. Probability distribution of the
main vowel.
main vowel vrobability Huffman binary code-length
coding(Pi) (li)
i 0.2613 00 2
V 0.2057 01 2
0.1958O 100 3
3a 0.1197 101
u 0.0903 110 3
w 0.0527 1110 4
e 0.0509 11110 5
0.0137 111110 6y
nil 0.0100 111111 6




nil 0.2395 00 2
i 0.1447 010 3
u 0.1363 Oll 3
k 0.1319 100 3
0.1274 101 3q
t 0.1053 110 3





Table 4. Probability distribution of the
tone.
one robability Huffman binary code-lenth
coding(pi (1i)
1 0,275 00 2
6 0.209 01 2
.4 0.138 100 3
0,1313 101 3
0.1275 110 3
2 0.119 111 3
Assuming no correlation among 4 components
of the syllables, the entropy of each component
is given below.
hl#=3.74 bits for consonant
2= 2.71 bits for main vowel
h3= 2.89 bits for ending
11 4= 2.51 bits for tone
The total entropy for the four components is
H= h1+ h0+ h,+ hA= 11.85 bits
The Huffman binary codes, for each component are
also given in Tables 1 to 4. The average code-
length for each part is given by
# h is defined as
h1 cod#= 3.82 bits
h2 cod = 2.78 bits
h3 cod = 2.90 bits
h4 cod = 2.52 bits.
giving a total
H cod = hl cod + h2 cod + h3 cod + h4 cod
= 12.02 bits
The maximum entropy for this system is given by
H'= 10g2 (20)+ 10g2 (9) + log2 (9)+ log2 (6)
=13.247 bits.
The relative entropy r* is
r* = H/Hcod = 11.85/12,02 = 0.9859.
The redundancy R* is
R* 1- r* = 0.014
The relative entropy with respect to H' irr
r= H/H'= 11.85/13.247= 0.8943.
The redundancy with respect to H' is
R= 1- r= 0.1057.
# hcod is defined as pi.li
29
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2.B Peking Dialect Phonetic Encoding.
Viewing from another phonetic system using
Peking dialect which divides a syllable into three
components, namely initial, final and tone, and
has a total of 1153# syllables. Tables 5 to 7 give
the probability distribution of the phonemes of
each of the 3 components of the Peking dialect
syllables together with the Huffman binary codings
and code-lengths.








nil 0.1507 000 3
d 0.0998 001 3
sh 0.0780 0100 4j 0.0637 0101 4
l 0.0557 0110 4
x 0.0531 0111 4
zh 0.0530 1000 4h 0.0501 1001 4b 0.0499 1010 4
g 0.0477 10110 5
m 0.0399 10111 5
t 0.0390 11000 5
z 0.0339 11001 5
q 0.0307 11010 5
ch 0.0258 1011 5
f 0.0256 11100 5
n 0.0225 11101 5
s 0.0215 111100 6
k 0.0195 111101 6
r 0.0194 111110 6
c 0.0113 1111110 7
p 0.0100 1111111 7
# See page 4.
Table 6. Probability distribution of the
final
final probability Huff man binary code-length
coding(pi) (li)
e 0,0953 000 3
i 0.0912 001 3
u 01000.0658 4
-i 0.0544 0101 4
uo 0.0444 01100 5
a 0.0414 01101 5
an 0.0406 01110 5
ian 0.0403 01111 5
ai 0.0381 10000 5
ong 0.0350 10001 5
en 0.0323 10010 5
ing 0.0320 10011 5
ao 0.0303 10100 5
iou 0.0300 10101 5
eng 0.0266 10110 5
uei 0.0257 10111 5
ang 0.0257 11000 5
iao 0.0253 11001 5
ou 0.0205 110100 6
fang 0.0203 110101 6
in 0.0194 110110 6
ie 0.0187 110111 6
0.0187 111000y 6
ei 0.0180 111001 6
-i 0.0169 111010 6
uan 0.0129 1110110 7
ia 0.0121 1110111 7
0.0105 1111000ye 7
er 0.0101 1111001 7
0.0092 1111010yan 7
uen 0.0080 1111011 7
uang 0.0074 1111100 7
ua 0.0061 1111101 7
iong 0.005 0 11111100 8
0.0044 11111101 8yn







TaoLe 7. Probabiilty distribution of the
tone.




2 0.2039 10 2
0.17653 110 J
0 0.0626 lll 3
Again approaching similarly we obtained the
results summarized in the following.
h1= 4.167 bits for initial
h2= 4.807 bits for final
h3= 2.164 bits for tone.
giving a total entropy for the three components
H= h1+ h2+ h3= 11.138 bits.
The average code-length for each component is:
h1 cod- 4.199 bits for initial
h2 cod= 4.849 -bits' for final
h3 cod= 2.239 bits for tone.
giving a 'total entropy
ticod= h1 cod+ h2 cod+ h3 cod
= 11.287 bits.
The maximum entropy for this system is given by:
HI= iog2(22)+ log2(38)+ log2(5)
= 12.029 bits.
The relative entropy r* is
r*= H/H= god 11.138/11.287= 0.987.
The redundancy R is
R= 1- r= 0.013.
The relativ entropy with respect to H' is
r= H/H'= 11,138/12.093= 0.921..
The redundancy with respect to H' is
R= 1- r= 0.079,
From information-theoretic point of view,
comparision between the Cantonese phonetic system
proposed by Prof. Chow and the Peking dialect
phonetic system shows no preference of one over
the other. However the Peking dialect-phonetic
system is more familiar to most of the Chinese
people, On the other hand Prof. Chow's system has
the advantage of fixed'word length of 4 letters/
syllable which simplifies the encoding and decod-
ing circuitry techniques. For the Peking dicilect
system the average word length is 4.088 letters/
syllable.
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3. Entropy of Peking Dialect Syllables.
In the above study, no correlation among the
components of a syllable was assumed and the com-
ponents were treated as the basic unit of informa-
tion. If the syllable was taken as the basic unit
.of `information, i.e. correlation among the comp-
onents, of a syllable was considered, the entropy
of the Peking dialect syllables was found to be
8.676 bits/syllable. Since the Peking dialect
syllable has an average word-length of 4.088
letters/syllable, the average number of bits/letter
is 8,676/4.088= 2.122 bits/letter. This is very
close to that of English 2.16 bits/letter.(3)
Such a coincidence is probably due to the adoption
of Romanization to the Chinese language.
4. Radical Encoding.
Another attempt to apply information-theoretic
ideas to Chinese characters was carried out by
G.Herdan in his book The Calculus. of Lin guistic
Observations.(4) His investigation was based on
the Chinese-English Dictionary, by C .W.Mathews',
which contains 8926 Chinese characters arranged
according to the 214 radicals. The number of deri-
vative characters under each radical were counted
and hence the relative frequency and -probability
34
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of each radical were calculated. The results are
summarized in the following.
Comparing the two en r.opies of 1153 Peking d i,lect
syllables and 214 radicals, it shows that the latter
one is less than the first one by 2.34 bits. However
we should not forget that 1153 is about 5.388 times
that of 214, and 1og2 (5.388)=2.43 bits. This explains
the increase of 2.34 bits of syllables entropy
over radicals entropy.
5. Applicability of Zipf 's Law.
Zipf's Law which is an empirical law is the
supposedly straight line relation between occurrence
probability of words in a language and their ranks.
Or in equation form
where A and B are constants,
r is the rank of a certain word and being
one for the most frequent word.
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It has been found that the above law approx-
imately coincides with most of the Romanized lang-
uages such as English, Turkish etc.(5) Figure 4
shows the logarithm of occurrence probabilities
of Chinese characters against the logarithm of their
ranks. It was hoped that some kind of relation
similar to Zipf's Law could be found. Unfortunately
from the cunve obtained, it shows no such simple
power law relation as Z ipf' s Law would appear.
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SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. Inrtoduction.
It has teen stated in Chapter One that it
was hoped that this phonetic study of Chinese
characters would lead to some kind of assistance
in identifying and coding of Chinese characters.
The more rewarded result behind it is the possi-
bility of input and output of Chinese charactets
with computers to cope the growing necessity of
computerization in this era and future. Computers
have been proved very suc cessful with phonemic
languages with which data processing, book-keeping
etc.are convenient. On the contrary Chinese lan-
guage fails when matched with computers as we
cannot enter Chinese characters into a computer
quickly. Output of Chinese character from a com-
puter though it is difficult can be overcome with
present technology.
2. Problems in Inoput of Chinese Characters to
a Comnuter.
As stated in Chapter One, the input of Chinese
characters into a computer can be done in the foll-
owing mannei.
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Steo l. The syllable of a Chinese character is
entered. On a diaplay screen in front of
the operater, all the homophonic characters
are shown.
Step 2. The operator sekects tge reqyured character
and enters the lasy part of the code of the
character.
It should be noted that at Step l, the com-
puter has to look up the memory and search for the
whole homophonic group of characters. In doing so
the memory location of the homophonic group is re-
quired. Note that we have only 1563 syllables in
Cantonese dialect which means 1563 addresses is
required. If random coding is used, say 5 bits for
each phoneme, the total word-length of one syllable
will be 5X4 = 20 bits which is far more than neces-
saty, since 2 20= 1048576. That is to say using
1048576 locations with only 1563 locations filled.
This enormous amount of lovations can be reduced
if some kind of searching method is used with the
aid of a mini-computer. For example using binary
search (1) method we can arrange the binary codes
of the syllables in an ascending order. Then at
most by comparing ll times we can get the rank
of the syllable. This rank is then used as the
address to lovate the required homophonic group
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among 1563 groups. In other words ll bits is req-
uired to specify a syllable. Comparing with what
we get in Chapter 4 which needs 12.03 bits to spe-
cify a syllable we gain with less number of bits
and at the same time save the size of memory with
the help of a computer.
Add another 5bits to resolve a Chinese char-
acter in its homophonic group, we need a total of
16 bits to specify one Chinese character. This can
identify almost all the Chisese characters used
in many purposes.
3.Phrasal Encoding of Chinese Characters.
The encoding scheme of Chinese characters
stated in the above section is feasible at the
cast of an on-line computer with the operator's
tyoewriter. This would be too dear to run a com-
puter in such a way. Some off-line input via
punched cards or tapes would probably be welcomed.
It is well known that a Chinese character
has many different meanlings when combined with
one or more characters forming phrases. Chinese
characters are commonly used in this manner. This
was observed by Mr. K.C.Hc in his M.A. thesis. (2)
Out of 3378 phrases
mono-character phrases: 509 15.06%
1901bi-character phrases: 56.27%
tri-character phrases: 968 28.65%
Over four fifths of Chinese phrases.are multi character
phrases, and phrases are seldom identical in speech
.sound, This means it is possible to identify Chinese
characters if they are in. phrases of more than one
character forming groups. It further suggests the
possibility of input of Chinese characters in groups
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Figure 5b. Algorithm of Phrasal Encoding.
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When the operator comes across proper ncuns
such as namcs and titles, the following cxmaple
would help to solve the problem of encoding these
specific Chinn characters without looking at
the screen and searching for the required characters
among other homophonic characters.
e g. A namee ?文 can be de denomnoo.sed as the first
character of the phraseand the second.
character of the phrase The operator
then punches LTJii3--DEI6 (1) JUQ1-MVN (2), with
the number in the brackleL-A to identify the
required character of the pl1Lase.
4. Output cf Chinese Characters.
The crucial point of a device to print out
Chinese characters is that it should be capable
of printing characters at a fast speed. A matrix
impact printer with a matrix pattern of 20x20
can be used to print out almost all the Chinese
characters.
5. Conclusion.
From the previous studies, we can see that
it is possible to encode Chinese characters with
phonetic method and. use this as an input to com---
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puters. Of the two dialect systems studiLed s the
Peking- dialect phonetic system is preferred because
it is more familiar to most of the Chinese people
and looks more like Romanized language. Input of
phonetically encoded Chinese characters in phrases
to computers via punched cards or tapes sounds
more practical than through an online tele-type--
writer as it can make the best use of the computers,,
but at a cost of a larger memory to stole the multi-
characte phrases.
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APPENDIX I
Phonemes of the Cantonese dialect syllables.
1. consonant:

























































































Phonemes of the peking dialect syllables.
1. initial:
b, p, m, f, d, t, n, l, z, c, s, zh, ch, sh,
r, j, q, x, g, k, h, nil.
2. final:
a, o, e, -i, er, ai, ei, ao, ou, an, en, ang,
eng, ong, i, ia, iao, ie, iou, ian, in, iang,
ing, iong, u, ua, uo, uai, uei, uan, uen, uang,
ueng, u, ue, uan, un.
3. tone:
1, 2, 3, 4, nil.
APPENDIX I I
The most frequent 100 Chinese characters together
with their syllables in Cantonese dailect and
Peking dailect and relative frequeEcies of occurrence.
Character Cantonese Peking Frequencv
dialect1ect dialect
dik 1 de 0 26738
ivt 1 i 1 14147
s iz 6 sh-i 4 8 916
qoz 5 wo 3 7461
liu 5 le 0 7176
ivu 5 iou 3 6894
rok 2 guo 2 6707
bvt 1J' bu 4 6634
joi 6 zai 4 6631
taz 1 ta 1 5665
ivn 4 ren 2 5555
dai.6
da 4 4810
svp 3 sh-i 2 4482
ziz 6 er 4 4376
loi 4 1ai 2 4357
mun 4 men 0 4325
swq 6 shang 4 4216
三 sam 1 san 1 4006
jez 3 zhe 4 3967






















Character Cantonese Peking Frequency
dialect dialect
7
dou 3 dao 4 3883
goz 3 ge 4 3776
uoz 4' han 4 3519
ziz 5 i3 3500
jvu 6 jiou 4 3385
xue 2'hok 3 3313J
ziu 3 iao 4 3291
tin 1 tian 1 3280
siz 4 sh-i 2 3148r
sei 3 s-i 4 3108四
zui 6 huei 4 3042
saq 1 sheng 1 2938
de 6 2838di 4
U3 2800zzq 5
1' nian, 2 2790nin 4
gaz i jia 1 2759
syt 2 shuo 1 2727i
iuq 6 2695iong 4
V i'
dvi 6 2517di 4
sju 2 2476xiao 3
可
hoz 2 2426ke. 3
dou 1dou 1 2380























Characte Cantonese Peking FreQ uencv
d lect d lect
hou 2 hou 3 2262
iaz 5 ie 3 2253
jok 2 zuo 4 2167
hvu 6 hou 4 2160
doz 1 duo 1 2159
haz 6 xia 4 2155
jwk 3 zhe 0 2150
jiz 2 z-i 0 2128
hvn 2 hen 3 2079
ivt 3 r-i 1 2049
moz 1 me 0 1998
siq 4 cheng 2 1988
nei 5 ni 3 1981
hon 3 kan 4 1972
mvn 4 min 2 1949
cwt 1 chu 1 1944
svi 1 xi 1 1881
foq 1 fang 1 1854
hau 6 xiao 4 1842
luk 3 liou 4 1801
bun 2 ben 3 1800
min 6 mian 4 1800
roz 3 guo 4 1791
gau 3 jiao 4 1722
iwq 6 iang 4 1720




























Character Cantonese Peking Frequency
dialect dialect
naz 5 na 4 1698
bvk 1 bei 3 1696
fat 2 fa 1 1696
baz 2 ba 3 1692
swi 2 shuei 3 1681
hvq 4 xing 2 1674
hei 2 qi 3 1617
soz 2 suo 3 1584
mei 5 mei 3 1548
nam 4 nan 2 1545
ziz 4 er 2 1540
guq 1 gong 1 1537
duq 1 dong 1 1535
tou 4 to 2 1518
j1z 6 z-i 4 1513
siz 5 sh-i 41509
juq 2 zhong 3 1500
dwi 3 duei 4 1483
dou 6 bu 4 1475
tuq 4 tong 2 1475
bat 2 da 1 1457
duq 6 dong 4 1455


























zyt 3 ye 4
uvi 3 wei 4
1412
jou 6 zuo 4 1407
cvt 1 qi 1 1398
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phonemes of tone
Phonemes of main vowel
1 2 3 4 5 6



























Decoder and lamp driver of both Encoder Transmitter and Decoder Receiver
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